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29-7-’14 
(Only) the Divine Man can Create the Divine Woman 

 
Man must Create the Divine Woman here on earth. He can only ‘Do’ This by Being 

the Divine Man, Being the Divine Man for Her and in general. He cannot in any way ‘do’ 
This. He cannot borrow any one of Woman’s endless ways of behaving, strategies, plans, 
forms. All of that appears useless in the end, at least in the light of Creating the Divine 
Woman, of Her Recognition of Him Which is absolutely Indispensable in this respect to being 
Able to Create Her. 

No, He can only Use His Heart, Which is All He Has anyway. He can only, Wholly, 
Give Himself to Her. He can, if it is about that, only Learn on earth not to be distracted by 
Her reactions – Her reactions which seem to indicate that, as far as She is concerned, He 
should give something other than what He has to Offer, something other than Himself. 

He doesn’t Want anything from Woman. The Divine Man is absolutely Free in this 
respect, generally. Notwithstanding this Freedom – and due to His (Free) Surrender to 
(Accepting and Being in) Woman’s world of Duality, in which He seems to take (just or 
mainly) the role of the Male Side – He Lets Himself Be Attracted by Her, Seduced if you like. 
He stands the convincing energetic power of Her projections which indicate that He would 
‘want something of her’ – Woman’s words (since She cannot speak straight) for ‘He wants to 
have sex with Her’. 

Without Woman Seeing, without Her Living the Truth, there can be no Divine 
Woman – and no Divine Man Manifesting in the Realm of the Earth either, therefore. So Man 
has to Go Inside, to, from There, Show Her the Truth. If He’s not seducible from the 
beginning He cannot Truly Show Her anything, at least not on the Earthly Plane where She is, 
He cannot Show Her that He doesn’t Want anything from Her, but that She is the Wanting 
one, the one Who – next to and Beyond staying Separate – Wants to be Reunited, to Become 
One with the Divine Man, on earth.  

Only if, and not before, Man has First Learned to Feel Woman from the Inside – yes, 
to Consciously Be Woman – can He and will He Show Her Man(’s World) from the Inside, 
Show Her Her (only) Freedom as Divine Woman Being Part of the Divine Man. This is Only 
Possible if She Sees He Has Already Surrendered into Her on the Deepest Level, Wholly, 
without holding back anything from Her, having Become a total Selfless Sacrifice on Her 
Earthly Plane. If so, if She Sees (This), if She Sees that He Sees Her (everywhere) and Is Her, 
She can and cannot but Surrender to Him. 

 
Man is the One Who does the Work, the Divine Art of Creating Her, the Divine 

Woman. She, on Her turn, doesn’t have to Do anything, not even (try to) follow. On the 
contrary, by Her Nature, She – at least one (the Female) Side of Woman – Resists His Work, 
and this has Its Own Function. Without Meeting this Resistance He wouldn’t have the 
Impulse to Do His, extremely difficult, Work. Duality is Needed to Create the One, the One 
in the form of Divine Man and Divine Woman. Yes, it is True, also ‘thanks to’ Woman’s 
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Duality Man is, in principle, Able to Create, First, Himself, the Divine Man, on earth. 
Without Woman, without Duality, He can Do nothing, absolutely nothing.  

He Created Her (Natural) Resistance, He Creates Her (Natural) Following. 
Ultimately, it can be said that Man Creates Woman’s Duality. No wonder that Woman 

is always, somewhere in herself, angry with Him. Whereas Man is in principle One towards 
Her, She’s always Double towards Man. He Created Her Duality, Her Pain, and He is Her, 
Only, One Chance of Putting an End to Her Pain, Her Pain of not being One, not One with 
Her Beloved Man. 

And then again, Duality was always There. It has never begun. 
 
Yet it is true – and it is part of the Whole Ingenious Creation – that Woman manages 

to have a big judgement of Her Own Role, Woman’s Divine Role, in the atmosphere of which 
the Work is only even much more difficult; but fair enough, Her ‘creation’ of powerful 
judgements is part of Her Job of Resistance, Resistance to Her Beloved. Woman, in Her 
‘normal’, unTouched, Egoic State, wants to have the Role of the Hero, the Creator, the 
Benefactor. She wants to make Herself useful in many ways, if not in all ways, even 
preparing the world of form for the Arrival of the Divine Man, Her Beloved – all ways but the 
Way of Surrender (to Man). 

The Divine Man Learns to Find His Way through the Jungle that Woman – as Part of 
His Creating Force – creates around Him with Her endless ‘useful’ forms. He Learns to 
discriminate on earth, to acknowledge that all these forms are whatever they are but are not It. 
In principle, when He takes them absolutely seriously, they stand in the way of His Direction. 
He must take them seriously, He must Feel the Pain of them in His Heart, He cannot deny 
this, but at the same time He doesn’t take them seriously in absolute terms. All forms are 
Relative to Him. And it is Part of His Work of Creating Woman to Show this Truth to Her as 
well, so that She Knows. Only He Himself is Absolute. He is no form, no gross, no subtle, no 
subtlest. He Is the Force, the Power, the Being Beyond all of Her possible forms, manifested 
or not. 

To Manifest the Divine Man on Earth, the Highest so to speak, He Needs, in the Logic 
of Duality, the Lowest, the strongest Resistance, which should give the Fuel needed for the 
Deepest Process of Man and Woman, of Shaping Woman. Yes, He Needs to Meet the Whore, 
She Who Denies Him the most, Who plays with what seem to be His, male, forms, Who 
exerts control over Her, ‘male’, objects – through Her Sexuality, through that which the 
unconscious Man, lost in Her Duality, lost between Her Two Legs, seems to be after.1 

To Create the Divine Woman, the Pure Man Needs to Meet the Dirty Woman. The 
Pure and the Dirt are Attracted, even when She denies this with all Her might, when the actual 
whores behind the windows turn their head away from the Pure Divine Man in a spontaneous 

                                                
1 ‘The Whore’ – as an Archetype, but also and certainly actually manifesting on earth – is not merely 

(and safely) She who obviously acts out Her sexuality with Man-forms, but also Includes She Who, 
usually unconsciously, lets Her (Dark) form-interests (on physical Level originating from Her 
Ovaries) rule over and darken, overshadow or annihilate Her Love for (the Divine) Man. 
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abrupt quick movement if He passes by. Without the Pure Man becoming dirtied, slimed all 
over, uglified, there can be no Divine Woman. The Opposites Have to Meet, the Fight has to 
Be Fought. For the sake of the Earth, for Woman, the Power of the Divine Man needs to Be 
Tested, challenged. If He, after His Heart has Allowed Itself to be Dirtied, Chained and Stuck 
as a Stone, cannot Clean Himself any more – via His Divine Breath – then He is Done. He 
will die. The next Divine Body must Go into the Ordeal, the Ordeal of Creating the Divine 
Woman through Showing Her His Oneness Beyond Her Mighty Cut into Spirituality and 
Sexuality, or: Spirit and Matter. He Must Show Her that He, His Heart is Everywhere, in the 
Highest Place and in the Lowest and everywhere in between and around. He Must Show that 
He Is Free in Her Solidity, in Her being Stuck, that He can Breathe into Her Stone, that He 
can Live with and without Her money, and Show Her also that it is He Who Rules, in Fact, 
even in Her Darkest Places where the Whore’s power and manipulativeness seem to have won 
so very easily as long as She remembers.  

The Ways of the Divine are Inscrutable. Indeed. Whereas it seems a matter of Dual 
Logic that the Divine Man finally, when He has Prepared Himself, when He has learned the 
Earth, when He has become Strong enough, Meets the Whore again and again and that He 
Works on Her Eye, on Her Heart, until She finally Opens Her Heart enough instead of 
(merely) Her Form, Her physical opening at the bottom, and can truly say what She could 
never admit: “I Love You, You Are My Man” – He does Something Different. It’s no use 
keeping hammering on a nail into the concrete, when it just doesn’t go in. The Divine Man, 
however, has more than one string to His bow. He, during His Process of Entering and 
Discovering the Earth with its Laws, has had to See that, even if for Him all is Always One, 
everything is Dual as Well. Woman’s Dual world Exists and there is no going about it. Divine 
Woman Herself can only Exist as Such if Duality is a Divine Fact, Already. Man and Woman 
are the very Proof of Duality as the Real Manifestation of the One – Wherein Woman 
Represents the Duality and Man the One. 

Now, since He Discovered Woman as Dual, He must Use this Insight into Reality as It 
Is. He, also, Discovered that, no matter how much and deep He Gave His One Heart, His 
Clear Eye, to the Whore – even though She was undercover and wasn’t revealing Her 
whoredom to Him, out of fear, shame and unconsciousness – She puts Him automatically to 
one Side of Her Own Duality. Whenever (a) Man buys this – and usually ‘He’ does – He’s 
stuck and She’s won, won an empty victory. If He does not buy it, if He’s Faithful to His 
Heart, to the One Man, if He thus Allows Himself to Function as Her Mirror, She leaves, for 
good. It seems to be a hopeless affair as She doesn’t, ever, change Her position. What to do? 
How can He, in all His Humbleness, Meet the Whore – without Wanting anything from Her, 
only Granting Her to See Him, to Recognize Him, to Love Him, to Defrost Her closed stoned 
Heart, to Live Him in Her Opened Heart, to Marry Him in this One Heart of Man and 
Woman, to Feel Him everywhere, to Be Aware of His Heart everywhere in Her body, even as 
Low as in Her Sexual organs? How, when She turns away immediately and doesn’t even 
Want to meet Him, let alone Allow Him to Feel Her, to Meditate Her, to Touch Her from 
Inside? Here the Mastery of the Divine Man comes into the Picture. As said, He has Learned 
that Woman is Dual. This Duality is So not only in the manifestation of it in one person but 
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also between people. Although a small minority there are also Woman-forms who in their 
manifestation represent, more clearly, the Opposite of the Whore, the Other Side, the Side of 
Woman that Respects and Loves Man and that takes the Natural Divine Impulse to (Re-)Unite 
with the Divine Man much more seriously. They might both be called Mary but their 
manifestation is radically different, even though everything inside one of them exists also – 
and is in principle available and waiting – in the other. 

Seeing – with His Eye on earth Open and Embedded in His Heart – the Potential of 
this, this Manifested Duality That is yet One, this is exactly what He will Use: the Holy Mary 
will Become the Holy Whore… under the Guidance of His Heart, in and as Part of His Heart. 
If Magdalene ‘doesn’t Want’ to become the Holy Mary, if She cannot Go Up, since She has 
Her earthly interests – which blind Her so – to defend, if She’s Unconsciously Convinced that 
the Holy Marriage between the Divine Man and the Divine Woman, Should Take Place on 
Earth, in the world of Form, if She’s Convinced She Herself cannot ‘Do’ It, for She ‘is’ Dirty 
and She cannot Trust Him, His Power, to ever be Able to Clean Her, then the Holy Mary has 
to Come Down and Become like Magdalene, Know Her Wholly, from the Inside, everywhere, 
Know the Dark ways of Her Body in a direct way. 

Yes… 
The Divine Man never listened to any church, any path, any teacher, as He Is the 

Knowing Himself. The churches would forbid His Divine Way and consider it a sin, 
blasphemy, a danger that should be punished, exorcised. No problem, then, if the religions are 
so blinded by the Light, the Divine Work on earth – which would never make any Real 
Progress or Development if left to the religions, churches or any of the many spiritual paths – 
is done instead in the Dark. 

The Dark was the Direction anyway. Only there, in the Dark, could the Light make a 
difference, not in ‘the Heavens’ that are already bathing in the Light. 

The Divine Man – Who is Everywhere, Up and down – Takes the Woman Who 
doesn’t deny Him (completely), the Heart-Woman, Down into the Mud of the Earth, step by 
step. He Shows Her more and more of what She needs to See, to Discover in Herself. 

Since, in the End, there is One Woman – even though She Manifests as the Many, and 
as the Two – every time the Heart(ed) Woman, whose Heart is made stronger and stronger by 
Him, Meets the Whore in whatever form, She resonates with the energy of the ‘heartless’ 
Woman, the stuck Woman who carries the Whore Inside so strongly whether She acts the 
Whore out or suppresses Her, the Whore Who by Her very nature needs to serve Her self, Her 
own form interests, including the reproduction of Her own form(s) (in the form of children), 
all at the expense of (Recognizing) Man, the Divine Man – and therefore at the expense of 
Herself as Divine Woman ‘as well’. The Whore cannot combine the two in any way. She feels 
forced to choose and She always chooses Her self and against Man. She uses Man for Her 
own interests. In this situation, in this usage, this instrumentalisation, it is impossible for Her 
to, Truly, Love Him. Love, in this context, although theoretically possible, is as far as Pluto – 
even if She pretends to Love Him. 

The Heart-Woman Needs to Go Down, holding His Hand, and sometimes, more and 
more, without His Hand, without supportive words giving overview and confirming Love is 
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still there, but Somewhere still in His Heart. Without the latter, without Her ‘Somewhere’ 
Being Conscious of This, the Whole Work stops. (For) on an earthly feeling-level She will 
lose, increasingly, the feeling of their Heart(s) Being One. In the entire difficult Ordeal, it is 
impossible to prevent this seeming loss from happening. She has to Actually Feel like the 
Whore from Inside, more and more, deeper and deeper, including the feeling of having no 
Heart or a stone Heart. The lower parts of Her become more and more active, attention 
demanding and seem to take over the focus whereas previously the Heart(’s Union with Man) 
managed relatively easily to be in the centre of Awareness. It is altogether a very scary 
Enterprise for the Heart-Woman. Going deeper and deeper down in Woman’s stuck state, Her 
cage, Her prison, She’s afraid that one day Her Beloved Man won’t be able to Free Her any 
more, to Release Her into His Heart. It’s true, for Him also, for His Body, it is an extremely 
hard and dangerous Ordeal. He Feels in and as His Body everything His Heart-Woman Goes 
through. The lower, darker and stickier the energies the more dangerous and hard to, still, 
release these in(to) the Heart. The image of Him Breathing Life into a Stone is hardly 
exaggerated. When He, after another intense Encounter with the Whore – whether they 
physically met or that He and His Heart-Woman attuned to Her in other ways, but always 
through real people of flesh and blood – is totally stuck again, even more stuck than before 
which at the time seemed impossible, He still needs to Free Himself, His Body, without dying 
– or else His Woman will be lost as well; without Him She is nothing, as She is Humble 
Enough to See and Acknowledge. It all depends on Him, how strong His Heart is Here on 
Earth already, whether His Work – Manifesting the Divine Man and Woman on Earth – can 
be Continued or it stops. She ‘just’ Follows2 – which is in any case very hard as well. But He, 
the Divine Man, is Her Direction. Him, His Heart, is the Only One She can Trust, even when 
also this trust, indeed, is tested when She goes deeper and deeper Down, resonating with the 
levels of life where there seems to be only ‘trust’ in or reliance on forms left – no Heart – 
where She discovers things in Herself as Woman that She could never have imagined to exist, 
and certainly not in Herself, that She has Resisted to be so, to be real, to be part of this world, 
of the Truth, the Truth as the Whole of Reality. For example, She can start to See Man-forms 
as bodies now, attractive physical bodies – with a, hopefully, nice bum – instead of as a form 
of Consciousness or a ‘form’ of or as a certain development or quality of Heart. She can feel 
how She can seduce men with Her inborn sexuality, how easy it is in fact, how she can play 
with them, manipulate them, how easy they become a slave of Her, especially but not 
exclusively if having sex seems to be a possibility for them now or in the future. She can feel 
how She wants the men to serve Her interests and she can use Her sexuality for this, even 
when, in itself, She doesn’t want sex with them. She can Look Her Own Unfaithfulness in the 
Eye, noticing how She betrays Her True Beloved, She can Notice how, on a Deeper Level, 
                                                
2 Woman, in Truth – as the Side of Woman that Represents the Heart, the Divine Love between Man 

and Woman, other than the ‘love’-attraction based on sexuality – Follows the Man of the Heart 
Who Follows Woman in Her Longing to be Reunited with Him. This situation is very exceptional. 
Usually Woman, if She is not Conscious Enough of Her Love for Man, does not follow Man (at 
all). Out of egoic reasons She can fake following Him, but in the Dark, in the common earthly 
situation, it is She Who Rules. 
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She doesn’t Want things to go this way, but on ‘earthly’ level it goes like that, it seems 
normal, everyone seems to sort of tacitly agree with the procedures, with the normal sexual 
games between men and women that happen in the Dark, continuously, that happen in an 
atmosphere of thick slime and undetected dirt masked as pleasure. 

In short, the Heart Woman’s fear that She’ll get lost in the whole web, the thick mist 
of Dark Unconsciousness hanging over the earth, is very understandable. Every time again 
Her, True, Man, the Man of Her Heart, Needs to Pierce through another depth, a next level of 
‘Lie’. But every human body is limited in the end, even His. What if – or: when – He dies? 

He doesn’t deny before Her that they do dangerous Work, but then again there is no 
safety. So far the Heart has managed to Outshine Her fear with Its Splendour – Her fear that 
pops up again and again and again as part of Woman’s Resistance to Man and that doesn’t 
have a life on its own. 

Man Follows not only Woman’s Longing for Reunion, but ‘also’ – or as Part of this, 
and, in fact, in the First Place – Himself. When His Body becomes too stuck, cramped, 
suffocated, from Woman’s form-association, and certainly when it becomes too dangerous. 
He Follows His Own un-sticking Force, He Undoes the forms (or: Woman) in and by and as 
His Own Body and He Brings Her to His Heart again – if She, on Her turn, Follows Him 
indeed. 

The Divine Man can anyway See very well on earth, His Body being extremely 
sensitive. He goes to the border of what the Body can bear in its pain bearing and pain 
transcending capacity and does, in principle, not cross it… 

And in case it has gone too far, He Will Come Back. He cannot leave Woman alone. 
The Divine Man cannot leave Himself and, therefore, cannot leave the Divine Woman, since 
She Is Part of Him. That the Manifestation of the Divine Woman into the Sexuality-
Embedded Body of the Whore takes a lot of time, so be it. The Divine Man Knows Himself, 
He Knows Her, He Knows His Direction. He Is the Creator. He Creates His Body – and Hers. 
He cannot forsake. He Is Here. His Heart is the Only Miracle on Earth. He Is Here. 

An important issue in the whole Process of ‘Heart Going Down into the Whore’ is 
another fear that the Heart-Woman needs to Overcome, Transcend – again, under His Heart-
Guidance: the fear that Her Man will fall for the Body or Corporeality of the Whore, for Her 
Manipulative Power, Her Seduction, for the inviting Legs of the Whore. The typical whore 
seems to have a deeper opening, an opening energetically easy for Man to access, (much) 
easier than the Other Side of Woman. The Whore’s Body seems to have no Resistance to 
Him, whereas the Heart-Woman’s Body seems to have so, seems (much) more difficult to 
Penetrate. On top of that but related: the Whore, as the Heart-Woman fears, seems more 
Attractive for Man since She represents the Other Side of the Duality of Existence, the 
heartless, the form, opposite to Man’s Heart and Formlessness. (The Divine) Man is not a 
slave of Woman’s Duality, however. He Sees that many Man-forms fit in or are allowed in 
what seems to be a big opening or Hole of the Whore – and ‘the many’ cannot Be Him, 
cannot Be the One that He Is. This form of opening is not about Him, it’s about herself. It’s a 
truly endless Hole, insatiable. In general, Energy is insatiable. If (a) Man thinks He’s received 
this way, by the Whore’s lower parts, He’s done. That’s the end of Man, The Divine Woman 
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gives up on Him. The Man who falls for and is, structurally, Deluded and Blinded by the 
apparently attractive, seductive Energy of the Whore cannot Be (a) Man. (Nor is He who 
denies the Attraction to the Whore, by the way. Well at least He cannot Be Man in the Realm 
of the Earth.) 

Seeing the Whore’s Emptiness it is, of course, simplest to just say No to the Whore. 
But that won’t do. The Divine Man Knows She Has to Meet Him, sooner or later, and that He 
should Do all He can to facilitate this meeting – in the first place by Meditating Her but also, 
sooner or later, He has to Meet Her form(ness), from Close by. He Needs to Know Her, from 
Inside, Wholly. The Heart-Woman is afraid of this ‘Close by’. She gets in a panic. She 
Knows She has lost Him when He gets lost in the Whore’s Pulling Womb, in Her very mighty 
web of manipulation. She intuitively Knows or suspects the Whore with Her big earth-power 
can kill Him, annihilate His Spirit-Force, even when His Body might survive. She’s not sure 
if His Eye is strong enough to See through Her, possible, raving beauty, if His Heart is really 
unseducible, non-compromisable, if He won’t leave Her, the Heart-Woman for the beauty-
queen and if their Heart-Union will be broken. In the beginning She can have trust, but when 
She Sees what the Whore can do and does to Her Man, the trust crumbles down if it is not 
temporarily (or in the worst case: for good) destroyed. 

By experience – the (Divine) Man never leaves the Heart-Woman, not Really – She 
learns. But the Real Trust is only there when She Sees His Power, the Power of His Heart 
being Beyond the power of the Whore and that this very Power of His Heart Guides Her 
Down into the Whore Herself, into the danger, so that from Inside, Knowing Herself to Be the 
Whole Woman, the danger of the Other, the Other Unknown Woman, potentially more 
attractive – at least on Earthly Level – has been rendered harmless, has appeared to have 
‘rested’ on illusion, on a lack of Trust in and Seeing-Knowing Man’s Heart, His Overall 
Presence. 

Once Down There, in the Realm of the Whore, it appears, stronger and much more 
perceivable than before, how very Painful it is to have to live as the Whore. And Her 
compassion grows to high levels. Her self-obsession vanishes. She Sees also now that it is 
Painful for the Divine Man to Go into the Whore and is not a fun-trip. And She values His 
Dedication to His Work only more. It appeared there was no better way for Woman to Trust 
Her Man, His Heart, on earth – regarding (Seeing) the Fact that He is Non-Seducible by any 
form of Form – than Becoming the Whore Herself, Knowing Her from Inside, through Her 
Legs, Her Thighs, Her Belly, Her Ovaries, Her Womb, Her Vagina, Knowing Her through 
Man’s Light of Consciousness Shining in the Dark Lower Realms of Woman. 

But, as a related fear shows up now: can She trust Herself…? This turnaround puts the 
whole issue of Man’s suspected unfaithfulness in another Light. Can She trust Her own 
unfaithfulness, or: can she trust herself not to leave Her Man if the Whore is fully shining? 

Intuitively She Knows the answer already. No. She cannot. But Her Heart Knows She 
can Trust Man. The focus of Her trust in Herself – which still allowed space for an, egoic, 
form of separation – has to Totally Turn towards Him now. No trust in Her Love for Him any 
more, but Straight to Him, His Heart. She Trusts that He Knows, He Knows What He Is 
Doing. She Knows that He can handle Her, Her restless Legs, Her Ovaries with their flexible 
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interests. This is the Deep Surrender, the Total Surrender, to Him, to the Deepest Intuition in 
Her Heart That Is Man as He Is. This Gives Her Eye, Everywhere. His Eye in Her – at least if 
this Eye is Coming Straight from His Heart and not merely from the 6th chakra of 
Consciousness – is Her Freedom, the Manifestation of His Divine Love as Her Form. 

The Divine Man Creates the Divine Woman in the Womb of the Whore. He Outshines 
all Woman’s fears by His Shining Eye, His Dedicated Heart, His Secret Power – one by one, 
or again and again, just until Man, the Divine Man, is Totally Clear to Her: that He Is 
Everywhere, not only in the Heavens but Right There with Her on Earth as Well. 

This means as well the Final Manifestation of the Divine Man on Earth. Without 
having Created Divine Woman Down Here, He has not Created Himself Here as Form either. 
It doesn’t make sense to speak of the One (Man) when there is no Duality, no Woman, Who 
is Him. No problem, His Heart Carried the Whole Wisdom, and still. He Is Here. 

Only the Divine Man Knows the Secret of the Heart. No other man can create a – or 
the – Divine Woman, simply because (ordinary) men are not (utterly) Faithful to the Heart, as 
He Is by Divine Nature; and then, in their Unfaithfulness, the Whore has an easy play with 
them. She can beat everyone and everything, everything but Man’s Utter Dedication, 
Complete Faithfulness to Heart without failure. 

 
Or do you think it was over when Magdalene met Jesus and then – related to this 

Meeting – Jesus was killed? 
No, that was just the Beginning. The Dark Resistance to their Meeting was enormous 

indeed. The Dark Powers turned against Him. The Resistance has been Meditated through. 
Lessons have been Learned – the need of more caution respected. Jesus cannot Die. His 
Meeting with the Whore Has to and Shall Happen, on the understanding that once Light is to 
Shine Here on Earth. It is Happening – mainly in the dark, however, since many, most people 
still cannot Bear the Meeting – even when the Beauty of it can be seen. ‘Holiness’ will have a 
new meaning on earth, a much Wider, Deeper, Realistic, Holistic, True, meaning that is 
Wholly Including, Incorporating the Dark. 

 
Only through the Heart-Woman Who has Become the Whore, can the Whore 

Surrender to the Divine Man, to Man as He Is, only when the Cunt is Wholly Hearted, when 
the Legs cannot Run away any more on their own for there is nowhere to run to any longer: 
Everywhere is He, everywhere is Man. And in this Seeing of no-Escape Surrender can 
Happen. Only if the Whore Respects, Admits She Loves the Heart-Woman Who Wholly 
Lives Her (states) She, Woman, has the Chance of Meeting Man, Her Divine Beloved. Miss 
Ego cannot Meet Him straight. She needs to Bow for the Heart in Woman, for the Man in 
Woman Living Her, Being her, acknowledging thus the actuality of Her closed Heart, before 
She is Allowed to Feel and Radiate the Love for Him That She Knows is hidden in Her closed 
Heart, before She can Bow for Him Himself, before the Ground considers Her Humble 
enough to carry Her, Her Heart. 

In the End, or more and more in the course of the Process, the Heart-Woman, by 
matter of Resonance and Necessarily not other than via (and in Fact as Part of) Her Divine 
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Man, Gives Eye to the Whore who could take this ‘terrible’ Gift or not, but since not only the 
Divine Man is Down now but also the Heart-Woman it is not so easy any more to deny. The 
interests – or balance – on earth have changed. The Whore, now, will be left behind if She’s 
still only faithful to Her Legs and not to the Seeing Heart. If Man-forms See what is possible, 
a Present Heart-Sexual Woman – Heart-Sexual, in that, Natural, order, indeed – it will be 
more and more difficult to seduce them into a one-sided, stubborn empty whore. Their feeling 
of being cheated will stand out much more obviously. Sooner or later the Whore will have to 
Bow for the Heart-Woman Who does not treat Man like shit but Loves and Respects Him – 
whether this Bowing is Sudden, Whole, or in steps. 

This Bow, Beyond the Whore’s normal aggressive competition, is, in Fact, the 
Implicit Bow for the Divine Man. Yet, this Bow has to be So, in this form – first. If Woman 
cannot Bow for another form of the Same Woman – Who Actually Lives Her Love for Man, 
for the Divine Man, instead of secretly dreaming about Him – She will be left behind, bereft 
of Man, convicted to for ever complain about His supposed Absence, convicted to fuck for 
ever with men, with the many, with Herself – which will also be the case if, for this, She uses 
‘only’ one exemplar of what seems to be a man. It’s the same principle that if a Man-form 
cannot Bow for another Man – Who Manifests Man, as the Heart That He Is, Deeper than that 
Man-form himself or, in the Right Case, Who Manifests this Heart Totally, Whole-Bodily – 
He will not See and certainly not Actually Live the Divine Man as Himself, He will be left 
with empty pieces of flesh in his arms during what he still tries to call making love. Therefore 
He won’t Meet the Divine Woman either. The Divine Man and the Divine Woman Go 
Together. They Are One and cannot Be Separated. 

In the Matter of Love the Dark ways of the Whore do not Work. She cannot secretly 
Meet and Melt with Her Beloved Man in the Dark. The Whore Who Refuses to – Humbly – 
Meet the Heart-Woman, Who denies the Divine Relevance of the Two Sides of Woman, 
cannot Meet Her Divine Man. All is Ingenious. All is Fair. 


